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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background   

 Online shopping trend is currently growing tremendously in the world. 

People find it very practical to be able to shop and buy things only from the touch 

of their fingers and wait for the goods to be delivered to them instead of the 

conventional way of buying from a store and to hand carry the goods home. In the 

United states, people have become educated on the practicality of online 

shopping. This is proven from the fact that since 2013, when the boom of online 

shopping happened, the percentage of the online shopping users has been steadily 

increasing by 1,2% percent each year until 2020 where it will be expected that 

12% of America people will use online shopping as a primary shopping way. 

(www.statista.com, accessed on 31/01/19) 

 The similar thing happened in Indonesia as well. Because of the boom of 

online shopping has reached Indonesia, currently there are many e-commerce 

services that has been appearing. Some examples of pioneers and well-known e-

commerce entities are: Tokopedia, Blibli, Shopee, and Bukalapak. According to 

(www.asiaoutlookmag.com, accessed on 31/01/19), majority of people in 

Indonesia are mainly using smartphones to access the internet and of course it is 

most used to access e-commerce websites. This has proven how much Indonesian 

people like practicality and mobility in shopping. That is why E-commerce has 

already become a major business opportunity.   

http://www.statista.com/
http://www.asiaoutlookmag.com/
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 There are many factors that are considered by customers in Indonesia 

before  purchasing in certain online shops / e-commerce businesses. The 

phenomenon happens because customers tend to make some judgement based on 

many factors before they buy from their respective e-commerce businesses. Here 

are some of the deciding factors, based on the pre-survey conducted by the 

researcher. 

 

       Figure 1.1. Deciding factor on purchasing intention on online shop  

       Source: Preliminary Survey 

 

 The pre-survey using the google forms platform and had 31 respondents 

on the occasion of the pre-survey. This pre-survey was conducted by the 

researcher on the 31st of January 2019.  

As stated by the data presented by the pre-survey, the most selected  

results are because people think there are discounts that fit their buying needs at 

that very moment, and the other is the promotions that could be found in the form 

of limited time sales or limited quota promotions. Based on these results, the 
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researcher wants to research the effect of discounts and promotions towards 

purchasing intention of online shopping.  

 First, look at the first factor. Discount itself has many variations of 

meanings and has been used in many kinds of things. The most general and 

relevant one according to Webster (2016), is that discount is a reduction made 

from the gross amount of a regular or list price. According to this, the simplified 

explanation is that a discount is reducing the actual price of a product, with the 

purpose to gain more sales of the goods. 

 The second factor is promotion. Promotion itself has complex definitions 

as well, but the most relevant is according to Huang (2014), that promotion is a 

set of activities, which communicate the product, brand, and service to the user. 

The idea is to make people to be attracted to the product. Nowadays, the term 

promotion has been synonymous with deals and offerings, meaning that people 

associate sales promotion to a one-time deal or a limited quota deal. As we all 

have seen from the facts, these 2 factors are the most picked reason why people 

would like to shop online instead of the conventional offline way. 

 

       Figure 1.2. The growth of Indonesian start-up investments from 2012 to 2016 

       Source: www.statista.com 
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 Figure 1.2 is explaining the researcher’s point that Indonesia’s start-up 

investment has grown exponentially to 19% in 2016. This shows that Indonesia 

has considered the importance of having a good investment on the start-up 

business, and especially on the online commerce sector. Even though Singapore 

was dominating on the year of 2012, Indonesia’s growth is considered good in the 

area of southeast Asia, compared to the neighbouring countries around SEA too. 

According to these facts, the researcher had concluded that it is important 

to look more thoroughly into this topic. Nowadays, start-ups and new 

entrepreneurs has grown significantly each year. People, especially in Indonesia, 

understand the benefit and the profit they could gain as a new entrepreneur, 

compared to corporate works, for example. As an entrepreneur, it is a must to 

understand the way online shops works and utilize it as maximal as they could. 

Because we are entering the era where everything is digitized, and you could shop 

things instantly on online shop as well. 

 As an entrepreneur, the researcher sees this as an opportunity to study the 

purchasing intention from people, to be able to benefit for the researcher’s 

business or other reader business’s in the future. By understanding the effect, we 

as entrepreneur, could learn the timing to put things on sale and promotion, so that 

it could push customer purchasing intention to the maximum potential. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

 Based on the background of the problem, the structure of the problem is 

given as following:  

1. Does discounts in Online Shopping media affect customer purchase 

intention? 

2. Does promotions in Online Shopping media affect customer purchase 

intention? 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

 Based on the problem definition, the objectives needed to be accomplished 

by the researcher in this research are:  

1. To understand how discounts in Online Shopping media affect customer 

purchase intention. 

2. To understand how promotions in Online Shopping media affect customer 

purchase intention. 

 

1.4 Research Benefits 

1.4.1 Theoretical Benefit  

 The researcher and the readers can gain the knowledge about the effect of 

discounts and promotions towards purchase intention in online shop media. 
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1.4.2 Practical Benefit 

 To be able to save this research as a document to be used as reference and 

a source to support other researches and other businesses on the online shopping 

and e-commerce platforms. 

1.4.3 Society Benefit 

 To function as a document to give people knowledge regarding the effect 

of discounts and promotions of online shopping towards purchase intention on e-

commerce platforms. This could also educate people to understand the advantage 

of having deals and promotions to push sales and customers’ purchase intention. 

1.5 Research Scope 

 The scope of this research is that its only covering the effect of discounts 

and promotions towards purchase intention of online shops, and not the 

conventional offline way of shopping. 
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